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Abstract
The rapidly increasing volume of medical text data, including biomedical lit-
erature and clinical records, presents difficulties to biomedical researchers and
clinical practitioners. Automatic text classification is an important means
for managing medical text data. The main challenge in medical text classifi-
cation is the complex terminology used in these documents. Therefore, it is
critical to handle synonymy, polysemy, and multi-word concepts so that clas-
sification is based on the meaning of these documents. The solution to this
problem of complex terminology helps in building systems with better access
to relevant data, resulting in more effective utilisation of the existing infor-
mation. In this paper, we present a simple and effective approach to address
this challenge. A concept graph is automatically constructed and enriched for
each medical text document with the help of a domain-specific similarity ma-
trix that is built using Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) concepts
in the training documents. Medical text documents are compared based on
their enriched concept graphs using a graph kernel. Classification is then
done based on the comparison result. The benefit of this approach is that it
allows the incorporation of domain knowledge into the classification frame-
work. The experiments on biomedical abstracts and clinical reports classifi-
cation show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Based on evaluation
metrics of precision, recall and F1-scores, our method achieves a significantly
higher classification performance than other widely used similarity measures
for similarity-based text classification.
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1. Introduction
As the volume of biomedical literature and clinical records continues to
grow quickly, the complexity of medical terminology is increasing. Biomedi-
cal literature reports new research discoveries and theories. Clinical records
contain data about the patients’ symptoms, family history, diagnosis, treat-
ment and medication. These documents serve as critical information for
clinical decision making. Due to the rapid growth of medical data, efficient
tools are needed to discover knowledge from the huge data and put them into
use for the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of diseases [1].
Text mining solves the overload problem that results from abundant med-
ical information. Automatic text classification, which is a text mining task,
assigns class labels to documents based on their content. Medical text clas-
sification helps in organising the growing amount of medical data, making
it easier to locate and extract the relevant data. It assists biomedical re-
searchers and clinicians to make practical use of the findings by helping them
easily find the relevant information hidden within the large amount of data.
The main challenges in medical text classification are the identification of
medical entities, and handling synonyms and polysemous words to classify
the documents accurately [2].
An important and challenging part of text classification is the effective
representation of text. The bag-of-words approach is the most commonly
used text representation scheme. It is based on the term independence as-
sumption and considers a document as a set of independent terms. The
similarity computed between text documents is usually based on the exact
matching of terms in the documents. Hence, it does not handle synonyms
and polysemous words, thus resulting in an inaccurate similarity value. In
this paper, we address this challenge and present a graph-based method to
represent medical documents for the accurate calculation of similarity be-
tween medical text documents that improves the performance of text clas-
sification. Graphs are powerful mathematical constructs that are capable
of modelling complex data. Our proposed method automatically constructs
an enriched concept graph for each medical document from the initial set of
concepts identified. Each node in a graph represents a unique medical con-
cept, whilst each edge represents an association between related concepts.
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Our approach utilises the hierarchical relationship in the UMLS semantic
network to add related concepts, link the associated concepts and compute
the weight of nodes/edges. The similarity between any two concept graphs is
then calculated using a graph kernel. Experiments involving the classification
of biomedical abstracts and clinical records are performed. Our evaluation
shows that the proposed graph-based method for calculating similarity sig-
nificantly outperforms other commonly used similarity measures.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives an overview
of the related works. Section 3 introduces the proposed method for auto-
matic construction of enriched concept graphs using domain knowledge from
UMLS. Section 4 describes the calculation of similarity between the enriched
concept graphs using a graph kernel and Section 5 presents the system ar-
chitecture. Section 6 presents the experiments and results. Finally, Section
7 concludes the paper.
2. Related Works
In this section, we focus on works that utilize a graph-based representa-
tion of text and then classify documents based on the similarity value com-
puted between the text graphs, and on semantic kernels that incorporate
knowledge into the text classification framework. We also provide a review
of text classification applications in the medical domain.
In a graph-based text representation for text classification, nodes usually
correspond to terms in text and the edges can denote syntactic relations,
semantic relations and statistical relations such as word co-occurrences. The
graph-based text representation can then be classified without explicitly con-
verting it into vectors by graph matching [3] [4] or by using graph kernels [5]
[6] [7].
The graph distance measure based on maximum common subgraph can be
used for calculating the similarity between documents represented as graphs
[3] [4]. Schenker et al. [3] extended the k-NN classifier to classify web docu-
ments represented as graphs where each node represents a unique term and a
labeled directed edge links two adjacent terms. A graph-based distance mea-
sure based on maximum common subgraph is used to compute the similarity
between graphs. Although the classification performance increased when the
graph size was set to a larger number of nodes, it resulted in an increase in
the time complexity. Wu et al. [4] built a co-occurrence graph model that
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considers structural information to represent text where each term is repre-
sented by a node; the edges denote co-occurrence relationships and the edge
weights indicate the strength of the relationship. The edge weights increase
as the number of times the terms that appear together increases. The graph
similarity is calculated using a maximum common subgraph based similarity
measure that considers the contribution of common nodes, common edges
and weights. The average similarity between the document to be classified
and the text documents in each class is computed to find the class that the
document belongs to. The disadvantage with this approach is the increase
in time complexity with increase in the size of the graph.
Graph kernels help in comparing graphs by decomposing it into substruc-
tures (such as nodes, edges, random walks, shortest path, cycles, subtrees)
and computing the similarity between these substructures. In [5], the seman-
tic information in text documents is represented as Discourse Representation
Structures (DRS) from Discourse Representation Theory and then classified
using the direct product kernel with a SVM classifier. The construction of
the semantic representation is more time consuming than the bag-of-words
approach, but there is no significant difference in the classification perfor-
mance. In [6], the biomedical documents are represented as concept graphs
where nodes correspond to biomedical concepts in the UMLS database and
edges denote semantic relationship between the concepts. The weighted con-
cept graphs are classified using a set kernel and a simple linear kernel. The
set kernel measures similarity between graphs based on the number of shared
edges. The linear kernel based similarity is the cosine similarity between the
edge weight vectors of a pair of graphs. Kernel functions were used with
both SVM and k-NN classifier, and the set-based-kernel SVM classifier out-
performed the bag-of-words with tf-idf weighting approach for biomedical
document classification. Nikolentzos et al. [7] defines a document similar-
ity measure based on a graph kernel between graph-based representation of
documents. A modified shortest path graph kernel is proposed for the com-
parison of a pair of documents. In their graph-based representation, nodes
correspond to words and edges connect nodes that have the shortest dis-
tance less than a particular threshold d. The similarity value computed with
shortest distance based graph kernel is based on the number of matching
nodes/terms and the sum of the products of the labels of matching edges.
The edge label is the inverse of the shortest distance between the nodes that
the edge connects.
Walk-based kernels that are the products of node kernels have been pro-
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posed that captures semantic similarity between words using word embed-
dings. The approach in [8] considers both syntactic and semantic similarity
through a random walk-based kernel. It uses word embeddings (SENNA) to
represent words and extends beyond label matching. In [9], a convolution
sentence kernel based on word2vec embeddings is proposed. They smooth the
delta word kernel to capture the semantic similarity of words. The similarity
between sentences is obtained by combining the similarity of all the phrases.
Although these approaches go beyond label matching, there is a high com-
putational cost due to the calculation of distance between all possible pairs
of words in the sentences.
The information in knowledge bases such as Wordnet and Wikipedia can
be utilized to improve the performance of text classification. Siolas et al. [10]
introduced semantic smoothing by incorporating a-priori knowledge from
Wordnet into text classification. The semantic smoothing of tf-idf feature
vectors is performed using a smoothing matrix that contains the semantic
similarity between words obtained using Wordnet. This results in the in-
crease in the feature value of the terms that are related semantically. The
introduction of semantic prior knowledge in the SVM kernel or k-NN im-
proves the classification performance [10]. Another work that used Wordnet
for designing a semantic smoothing kernel for text classification is [11]. They
calculated the similarity between words based on the shared superconcepts
of these terms. Cristianini et al. [12] incorporated into a kernel the seman-
tic relations between terms calculated using LSI. Wang et al. [13] enriched
the bag-of-words representation by embedding the knowledge from Wikipedia
into a semantic kernel to consider synonyms, polysemous words and concepts.
Supervised semantic smoothing kernels exist that utilize class information
in building a semantic matrix [14; 15; 16]. A sprinkled diffusion kernel that
uses both co-occurrence information and class information for word sense
disambiguation is presented in [14]. In this approach, the smoothing helps in
increasing the semantic relationship between terms in the same class. But,
it does not distinguish the common terms between classes. Class Meaning
Kernel (CMK) [15] is a supervised semantic kernel that considers the mean-
ingfulness of terms in the classes using Helmholtz principle from Gestalt
theory. In order to increase the importance of class specific terms compared
to common terms, the semantic smoothing is done using the semantic ma-
trix built from class-based meaning values of terms. Class Weighting Kernel
(CWK) [16] smooths the representation of documents using class-based term
weights that calculates the importance of the terms in the classes. Hence,
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there are different variants of semantic kernels with variations in the design
of the semantic smoothing matrix. Since a document is represented as a vec-
tor and is based on a term independence assumption, these semantic kernels
([10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]) do not consider term dependencies such
as the order of words or the distance between words in the computation of
similarity between documents.
Medical text classification can aid in decision making and thus improve
the quality of healthcare. Applications of text classification within the med-
ical domain include classification of biomedical articles [6]; classification of
clinical notes based on the medical sub-domain [17]; diagnosis of Autism
Spectrum Disorder based on the information in patients’ medical forms [18];
classification of hospital records based on diseases [19]; determination of
Rheumatoid Arthritis Disease activity status from clinical notes of Rheuma-
toid Arthritis patients [20]; classification of ICU/NICU notes to identify the
procedures and diagnosis [21]; determination of adverse drug reactions from
social media text [22]; classification of clinical reports to identify cases of
lung cancer [23] and classification of epilepsy diagnosis based on ICD-9 codes
[24].
As text classification has several critical applications in the medical do-
main, it is necessary to classify the medical documents accurately by con-
sidering the relevant concepts and relationships in the documents. In this
paper, we introduce a novel method for the automatic construction of con-
cept graphs, which utilises both class information in the pre-classified training
documents and knowledge from the UMLS semantic network to weight and
enrich the graphs. The graph enrichment method presented in the paper
helps in developing a similarity measure that goes beyond exact matching of
terms and relationships. The advantage of our method over other approaches
is that it is a simple and effective method to compute semantic similarity
and does not require the computation of distance between all possible pairs
of words for each document.
3. Automatic construction of enriched concept graphs
This section explains the process of converting a medical text document
to an enriched graph representation. The steps in this process are illustrated
in Figure 1. The initial step of identifying medical concepts within a text
document using QuickUMLS is explained in section 3.1. The second step
assigns a weight to each medical concept using a supervised concept weighting
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scheme, and is presented in section 3.2. Finally, section 3.3 introduces the
automatic construction of concept graph and its enrichment using similarity
matrix S.
Figure 1: Steps to convert a medical text document to an enriched concept graph
3.1. Identification of medical concepts in text documents
The first step in our approach is to convert each medical document to a
list of medical concepts, as shown in Figure 2 [25]. It is important to identify
the medical entities in a medical document for accurate processing of the doc-
ument. There are many tools available such as MetaMap [26], CTAKES [27]
and QuickUMLS [28] that help in obtaining UMLS (https://uts.nlm.nih.gov
/home.html) concepts from medical text documents. We have used Quick-
UMLS for mapping a medical text document to a set of medical concepts as
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it is fast and effective. As QuickUMLS has high efficiency in the extraction
of medical information, it can be applied to large medical datasets [28].
Figure 2: Medical Concept Identification in medical text data
QuickUMLS is a system based on approximate matching for the extrac-
tion of medical concepts in the UMLS meta-thesaurus. It identifies the text
spans in documents approximately matching concepts in UMLS, and returns
the concepts associated with each text span. The algorithm used in Quick-
UMLS for approximate dictionary matching is CPMerge, introduced in [29].
In QuickUMLS, the similarity functions such as Jaccard similarity (the de-
fault choice), cosine similarity, dice or overlap can be used for string match-
ing. We can also set the threshold for the similarity value between strings
(the default value is 0.7). The number of tokens to be considered for matching
can be varied (the default is set to 5). The main advantages of QuickUMLS
are its speed, applicability to large datasets and ability to capture variation
of terms e.g. tumor and tumour [28]. The automatic construction of a graph
for a document from the list of concepts obtained using QuickUMLS, and its
enrichment, are explained in Section 3.3.
In the proposed concept graph representation of a document, a node cor-
responds to a medical concept in UMLS and an edge links the associated
concepts within the document. We represent the rich information contained
within each medical text document using a graph. The automatically con-
structed graph considers the following information:
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(i) The medical concepts in the document.
(ii) The concepts related to these medical concepts by a parent-child
relationship in the UMLS semantic network.
(iii) The frequency of each medical concept.
(iv) The relevance of each medical concept, as determined using a super-
vised concept weighting scheme.
(v) The similarity between each of the concepts in the document.
(vi) The association between each of the concepts in the document to
determine the meaning of the document.
Each medical concept is assigned a concept unique identifier (CUI) which
groups together terms that are synonymous. Hence, it considers terms that
have the same meaning, resulting in a reduction of the number of terms
required to represent a document. For example, the synonyms such as mul-
tiple myeloma, plasma cell myeloma and myelomatosis that are multi-word
concepts are represented by a single node in the concept graph. The edges
connect concepts in the document that are related and hence, the meaning of
a document is determined by the connections between the nodes. Since the
similarity between documents consider the relationship between concepts in
each document, the similarity value is based on the meaning of the concepts
in the documents, thereby solving the problem of polysemy.
Each document is initially represented as a concept vector v, whose com-
ponents correspond to the weights of the concepts. The proposed weighting
is explained in Section 3.2. Since we utilise the distribution of the train-
ing documents in the classes to weight the concepts, the concept weighting
approach is supervised.
3.2. Supervised Concept Weighting
The medical concepts identified for each document are weighted based
on their relevance to distinguish the documents in different classes. Our ap-
proach to weighting concepts assigns higher weights to class specific concepts,
thus reducing the weights of unimportant concepts within each document.
To determine the relevance of the medical concepts, we utilize the supervised
relevance weight (srw), an effective supervised term weight factor that we de-
veloped in [30] to determine the relevance of a term to the classification task.
The calculation of srw for a concept m is given below.
We initially calculate the concentration of concept m in class Ci compared
to its concentration in other classes. class rel prob(m,Ci) in Eq. (1) denotes
the concentration of concept m in class Ci where a, b and c denote the
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number of documents in class Ci that contain the concept m, the number of
documents in class Ci that do not contain the concept m and the number of
documents not in class Ci that contain the concept m respectively.













To reduce the overweighting of unimportant concepts, the average density
of the concept m in the classes is calculated as shown in Eq. (2) where C is











The calculation of srw for a concept m is computed as shown in Eq. (3)
where max class rel(m) is the maximum of the class rel prob(m,Ci) values
for a concept m.





The weight of each concept m in the document is a product of the fre-
quency of the concept denoted as f(m) and srw of the concept as shown
below.
w(m) = f(m)× srw(m) (4)
In section 3.3, we explain the conversion of the set of concepts in a doc-
ument to a graph using an ontology-based similarity matrix.
3.3. Enriched Concept Graph Representation of Document
A similarity matrix S = (sij)p×p is a square matrix of dimension p × p
where p is the number of unique medical concepts in the training documents.
The values in the similarity matrix correspond to the similarity between
medical concepts determined using UMLS semantic network. If there is a
parent-child relationship (is-a relation) between concept mi and concept mj
in the UMLS semantic network, then the element sij in row i and column j of
S should have a value greater than 0 and is set to 0.5. Since it is a symmetric
matrix, the similarity between mi and mj is equal to the similarity between
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mj and mi. We utilise this ontology-based similarity matrix to automatically
construct a graph-based representation of text.
The initial representation of a document as a concept vector v of dimen-
sion p with components corresponding to the weight of the concepts obtained
using Eq. (4) is converted to a concept graph using the similarity matrix S.
The matrix operations in Eq. (5)-(9) given below convert a concept vector
to a concept graph, where nodes correspond to medical concepts and edges
connect medical concepts with a parent-child relationship in the semantic
network of UMLS. It also creates new nodes that are related to the initial
concepts extracted from the document using QuickUMLS. To assign lower
weights for edges connecting newly created nodes, Smod is created for each
document d from the similarity matrix S. Hence, more importance is given
to the associations between main concepts within the document by reducing
the weights for the links with the newly added concepts using a reduction
factor x ∈ (0, 1] (the lesser the value of x, the higher is the weight reduction).
A vector vmod (of dimension p) is created from v as given below in Eq. (5)
where wmod and w correspond to the elements of the vectors vmod and v
respectively and x ∈ (0, 1] is the reduction factor.
wmod =
{
1 if w > 0
x if w = 0
(5)
Smod (of dimension p× p) is obtained by computing the element-wise
multiplication of each row of S with vmod. The concept vector of a document
d denoted as v is converted to a diagonal matrix V which is a matrix created
with the elements of v on the diagonal. The matrix V is then multiplied
with Smod as in Eq. (6) to build a concept graph for document d.
A1 = V × Smod (6)
The average of the product A1 and its transpose A
T
1 is computed as in
Eq. (7) to assign weights to edges based on the average weight of the concepts
that the edge connects, the similarity between the nodes (or concepts) and
the reduction factor x. The weights assigned to edges correspond to the








The next step is assigning weights to nodes using the similarity matrix S
as in Eq. (8), resulting in node weights based on the weights of similar nodes.
v
∧
= v × S (8)
V
∧
is a diagonal matrix obtained by setting v
∧
as the diagonal elements.
A2
∧
is obtained by setting the diagonal elements of A2 to 0. The adjacency










Hence, the weight of each node is represented by a self-loop and corre-
sponds to the importance of the medical concept.
4. Similarity calculation between enriched concept graphs
The proposed enriched concept graphs represent the rich information hid-
den in text. Since the information is represented by the edges of the proposed
graph, we need a similarity measure that compares the structure of the graph
representation of the documents. To utilise the information represented in
the graphs to classify documents, we use an effective graph similarity mea-
sure. A graph kernel measures the similarity between graphs. We use an edge
walk graph kernel [31; 7] that compares walks of length one in the graphs.
The input to the kernel is a pair of concept graphs and the output is the
similarity value based on the matching edges in the graphs.
If Gi = (Vi, Ei) corresponds to the enriched concept graph of document
di and Gj = (Vj, Ej) corresponds to the enriched concept graph of document
dj, the similarity between the documents di and dj is calculated using the
edge walk kernel function [31; 7] as explained in Eq. (10)-(13). k
(1)
walk is a
kernel that compares edge walks of length 1 in the graphs Gi and Gj [31].
It is the product of kernel functions on the edge and the two nodes that the
edge connects. It is defined in Eq. (10) for graphs Gi and Gj where ui and
vi are the vertices that belong to the set of vertices Vi in Gi, ei is the edge
linking ui and vi in Gi, uj and vj are the vertices that belong to the set of
vertices Vj in Gj and ej is the edge connecting uj and vj in Gj. As defined in
Eq. (11), knode compares nodes in the graphs and returns one if the medical
concepts corresponding to the nodes are equal, otherwise returns zero. We
use C(ui) and C(uj) to denote the medical concepts that correspond to the
nodes ui and uj respectively. kedge compares edges in the graphs and is the
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product of the weights of the edges in the graphs compared. If the weight of
the edge ei in Gi is wedge(ei) and the weight of the edge ej in Gj is wedge(ej),
then kedge(ei, ej) is the product of wedge(ei) and wedge(ej) as given in Eq. (12).
Since the similarity value depends on the number of edges, a product of the
Frobenius norms of the adjacency matrices Ai and Aj of the graphs Gi and Gj
denoted as ||Ai||F and ||Aj||F respectively is considered as given in Eq. (13)
so that the document similarity is not affected by the size of the graphs [7].
Hence, the numerator in Eq. (13) is equivalent to the sum of the elements in
the element-wise product of the adjacency matrices Ai and Aj.
k
(1)
walk(ei, ej) = knode(ui, uj)× kedge(ei, ej)× knode(vi, vj) (10)
knode(ui, uj) =
{















The similarity between every pair of documents is computed by calculat-
ing the similarity between enriched concept graph representations of docu-
ments using the edge walk kernel. These similarity values are used to build
the kernel matrix K where a matrix element kij corresponds to similarity
between ith and jth document. The matrix created satisfies the two impor-
tant mathematical properties of kernel matrix i.e. symmetry and positive
semi-definiteness. This matrix is then used to train SVM classifier and the
classification model built is used for the classification of medical documents.
5. Graph Kernel Based Medical Document Classification
The proposed graph-kernel based medical text classification pipeline is
shown in Figure 3. The documents are initially represented as a set of
concepts obtained using QuickUMLS. The supervised term weight factor
is utilised to assign weight to concepts. These concepts are converted to
enriched graphs automatically using a similarity matrix built with ontology-
based similarity values between concepts. A graph kernel based on edge
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matching is then employed to calculate the similarity between a pair of doc-
uments. The similarity values are then used to build a kernel matrix. The
kernel matrix is fed to a SVM to learn and predict the classes of the docu-
ments.
Figure 3: Medical text classification pipeline
6. Experiments and Results
In this section, we describe the experiments performed to evaluate the
performance of our proposed approach on the classification of medical docu-
ments. The datasets used for medical text classification are listed below.
• Ohsumed Dataset1 - This dataset contains medical abstracts classified
into 23 cardiovascular disease categories. It is a multi-label dataset
and the total number of abstracts is 13,929. We removed all the docu-
ments with more than one label to obtain a single label dataset, thereby
reducing the size of the dataset to 7,400 documents.
• Medical Notes Dataset - This dataset contains 1,669 medical transcrip-
tion reports obtained from https://www.mtsamples.com. It is classi-
fied into 11 specialities such as Cardiovascular/Pulmonology, Derma-
tology, ENT/Otolaryngology, Gastroenterology, Nephrology, Neurol-




Using QuickUMLS, each medical document is converted to a set of
medical concepts. Table 1 shows the number of unique terms and con-
cepts in each dataset. The size of a document is reduced considerably
by mapping it to concepts. In QuickUMLS, we used the default simi-
larity function i.e. Jaccard similarity measure, the default threshold of
0.7 for the minimum similarity between strings and the default win-
dow size of 5 for the limit on the number of tokens to be considered
for matching. An enriched concept graph is automatically constructed
for a document from the set of concepts using a similarity matrix as
explained in Section 3. The similarity matrix containing the similarity
values between medical concepts in the training documents, has the
similarity of each concept to its parents/children in the hierarchical re-
lationship in UMLS set to 0.5. The weight reduction factor x in Eq. (5)
is set to 0.3. Therefore, the association with the related concepts added
during enrichment is less than the association with the initial concepts.
The edges are weighted based on the features of the concepts that they
connect such as frequency, relevance, similarity between the concepts
and the weight reduction factor x. The nodes that represent concepts
group together synonyms and the association between concepts help
to determine the context of the document. The graph similarity using
edge walk kernels compare the concepts and the associations within
each document. As the nodes and edges are weighted effectively, the
matching nodes and edges contribute to document similarity based on
their relevance.
Table 1: Number of unique terms and concepts
Dataset No. of unique terms No. of unique concepts
Ohsumed 31079 13039
Medical Notes 17985 9361
The enriched graph-based similarity measure is compared with linear
kernel, cosine similarity, Tanimoto similarity, Sorensen similarity, radial
basis function (RBF) kernel, shortest path graph kernel (with depth
equal to 1) and the supervised semantic kernels i.e. CMK and CWK.
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In shortest path graph kernel (spgk) with depth equal to 1, the graph is
equivalent to an unweighted co-occurrence graph representation where
nodes correspond to terms in the document and the edges connect
terms that co-occur within a pre-defined sliding window of size 2. The
Tanimoto similarity [32] and Sorensen similarity [32] are computed for
boolean vectors of documents. Boolean vector is a bag-of-words repre-
sentation with binary weights (either 1 or 0) to indicate the presence
or absence of the term. The linear kernel, RBF kernel and cosine
similarity are applied to tf-idf weighted vector representations of doc-
uments. tf-idf weighted vector is a bag-of-words representation with
tf-idf weights. tf-idf is a product of tf (term frequency) and idf (inverse
document frequency) which assigns more weight to rare terms than
common terms.
The macro-averaged measure calculates the performance metric (such
as precision, recall or F1 score) for each class and then computes
the average of these metrics. Since this measure gives equal impor-
tance/weight to each class, the value of the measure is affected when
there is a class imbalance [33]. When the performance metrics for small
classes are high, the macro-averaged results could be high even when
majority of the documents are not classified correctly. So we have used
the weighted average that assigns weight to each class to evaluate the
classification performance. The weights are based on the number of
instances in the class. It calculates the metrics for each class and then
computes the weighted average of these metrics. Hence, it can handle
class imbalances unlike unweighted macro-averaged measure that gives
equal importance for all the classes. Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the preci-
sion, recall and F1-scores (weighted average) obtained for the classifica-
tion of the medical documents using the proposed similarity measure,
linear kernel, cosine similarity, Tanimoto similarity, Sorensen similarity,
radial basis function (RBF) kernel and shortest path graph kernel (with
depth equal to 1). The results reported in these tables are obtained by
10-fold cross validation. The validation set is 20 percent of the training
set and is used to optimize the value of the parameter C in SVM. The
best value of C from the set of values {0.01,0.1,1,10,100,1000} is then
used to classify the documents in the testing set. Tables 5, 6 and 7 com-
pare the performances (using train/test split) of the proposed method
and the supervised semantic kernels i.e. CMK and CWK for the classi-
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fication of the medical documents. Since CMK and CWK require long
training time, the performance is evaluated by splitting the dataset into
training and testing set in the 80:20 ratio. The default value of 1 for
parameter C in SVM is then used to classify the documents. In text
classification with CMK and CWK, attribute selection (as reported in
their experiments [15] [16]) is applied using mutual information to se-
lect the best 2000 terms. CWKwfs and CMKwfs correspond to the
semantic kernels CWK and CMK without performing this feature se-
lection. There is a considerable improvement in the performance of
these semantic kernels without feature selection. The precision, recall
and F1-scores (weighted average) show the superior performance of the
proposed approach compared to the baseline similarity measures for
medical document classification.















































Ohsumed 71.48 73.55 62.69 61.30 72.29 57.78 74.94
Medical
Notes
83.70 84.23 81.40 79.06 83.76 75.96 86.71
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Ohsumed 69.37 70.30 61.32 58.69 69.51 53.97 73.51
Medical
Notes
83.48 84.14 81.63 79.72 83.54 76.81 86.89















































Ohsumed 69.33 70.50 60.49 57.13 69.63 51.50 73.29
Medical
Notes
83.09 83.70 81.04 78.73 83.15 75.41 86.41
Table 5: Comparison of precision values obtained for medical document clas-



































Ohsumed 58.36 64.79 54.32 53.47 73.19
Medical
Notes
85.14 84.45 79.91 80.26 86.98
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Table 6: Comparison of recall values obtained for medical document classi-



































Ohsumed 58.92 64.12 54.80 53.85 71.62
Medical
Notes
84.73 84.13 79.04 80.24 86.53
Table 7: Comparison of F1 scores obtained for medical document classifica-



































Ohsumed 58.19 63.80 53.57 52.48 71.48
Medical
Notes
84.56 83.99 79.22 79.86 86.32
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The effectiveness of the text similarity measure depends on the method
for document representation. The proposed automatic graph construc-
tion method converts a document to an enriched concept graph, which
helps to consider the semantic relationship between terms in computing
document similarity. It encodes information about the relevant medical
concepts and their associations within the document. The information
represented in the graphs is useful to take into account the relevant
content in the documents for calculating the similarity between doc-
uments. Other commonly used similarity measures is based on term
overlap. Medical documents contain complex medical terms and hence,
it is important to understand the medical terminology to determine the
content of the document. Our method helps to easily incorporate the
medical terms and their relationships from the medical knowledge base
for semantic classification of medical documents. Therefore, the pro-
posed approach provides (i) a simple technique to convert a document
to a concept graph (ii) an automatic method for graph enrichment that
results in adding related nodes, linking the nodes and weighting the
nodes and edges based on their relevance and (iii) a similarity measure
that goes beyond exact matching of terms to consider relevant content
in the documents. This method easily integrates knowledge into the
text classification framework increasing the performance of classifica-
tion of text documents. The proposed domain-specific text classifica-
tion framework can be adapted for different domains by designing the
similarity matrix based on the domain.
7. Conclusion
We developed an effective approach to represent and compare the main
content of medical text documents, solving the challenges due to the
complex terminology used in these documents. The set of medical
concepts in each document are identified and then converted to an
enriched concept graph using a similarity matrix. The enrichment adds
related concepts, links the associated concepts and weights the concepts
and their associations based on their relevance. The similarity between
the enriched concept graphs is computed using a graph kernel and is
used to classify medical text documents. The proposed method easily
incorporates the knowledge from UMLS semantic network into the text
20
classification framework. The enriched graph-based similarity measure
clearly outperforms the widely used similarity measures for medical
document classification. The automatic graph enrichment method can
be further explored by embedding information from different knowledge
bases to design more effective similarity matrix and evaluate its effect
on text classification.
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